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ABSTRACT 
 Recently, Michelin has invented an innovative non-pneumatic tire which has 
potential for improved handling, grip, comfort, and less rolling resistance when compared 
to a traditional pneumatic tire.  The non-pneumatic wheel is manufactured from a 
molding process with integrated shear ring and collapsible spokes designed to provide 
optimal uniform ground contact patch with low rolling resistance. The shear band is 
constructed from a polyurethane material with imbedded inextensible reinforcements.  
During high speed rolling in initial testing, the original prototype showed high noise 
levels at frequencies above 100 Hz. A possible source of noise could be due to vibration 
initiated from the collapsing and re-tensioning of the spokes during their transition and 
passage through the ground contact region. Other noise sources could be the interaction 
between the vibrating spokes and shear ring, and/or the contact interaction between the 
ring tread and ground.  Previous work studied the effect of geometric parameters on 
spoke vibration and ground force interaction vibration amplitudes.  
 In the present work, a 2D planar finite element model with geometric nonlinearity 
and explicit time-stepping is used to simulate rolling of the non-pneumatic tire, and study 
the effect of spoke deviation from radial lines controlled by DeRad parameters defined at 
the hub and ring ends of spokes.   Dynamic orthogonal arrays are used to evaluate their 
importance with other influential spoke parameters on reducing spoke and ground force 
vibration amplitudes. The current work also considers the design and analysis a new 
alternate spoke pair concept wherein every other pair has same thickness, curvature, or 
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combinations of both. While evaluating the effects of the controllable geometric variables 
in the orthogonal arrays, combinations of uncontrollable factors of rolling speed and 
ground pushup are also considered.  
 The results indicate spoke length and curvature parameters are more influential 
than DeRad on vibrations of spokes and ground interaction.  For equivalent mass, results 
for the alternating spoke pair design show that small changes (plus/minus 5%) in spoke 
thickness between pairs broadens the range and increases the number of frequencies of 
peak amplitudes for the ground reaction force, therefore reducing vibration amplitude 
compared to a reference model with uniform spoke pair distribution. Similarly, small 
changes in curvature in alternating spoke pairs reduce spoke vibration. Combining thin 
spokes with large curvature and thick spokes with small curvature for alternating spoke 
pairs reduces both spoke vibration and vibration due to ground interaction.  
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Chapter One: INTRODUCTION 
Since the development of the radial tire during the early 1900‟s, the pneumatic 
tire has undergone many changes until engineers at Michelin recently invented a non-
pneumatic wheel design, named the Tweel™ [1].  A picture an early prototype Tweel™ 
design from is shown in Figure 1-1 [3]. 
 
 
Figure 1-1: Early Prototype of Tweel™  
The Tweel™ is molded from polyurethane (PU) and consists of a ring and 
deformable spokes.  The ring is a composite structure made from a thick layer “shear 
layer” with embedded reinforcement cables.  The reinforcement cables allow the shear 
layer to deform in shear during entry and exit from the contact region during rolling. The 
number of the reinforcements and the location of those reinforcements in between the 
Ring  
Deformable 
spokes  
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shear layer vary with different Tweel designs.  The Tweel modeled in the present work 
has two reinforcement layers embedded in the shear layer dividing the ring into three 
sections.  The section sandwiched between the reinforcement layers is the “shear beam”. 
The ring section on the hub side of the ring is called the “inner coverage”, while the ring 
section on the tread side is called the “outer coverage”.  A tread is bonded to the outer 
coverage and provide traction for rolling and contact with the ground.  The other major 
components of the Tweel are collapsible spoke pairs placed along the Tweel 
circumference at equal intervals.  The collapsible spokes help in replicating the behavior 
of a pneumatic tire. When the spokes are rotating around the top of the wheel, they are in 
tension and carry the vertical load.  When the spokes are in the contact region, they 
buckle under load, and allow the Tweel to deformation similar to the pneumatic tire.   
1.1 Literature Review 
The potential advantages of the Tweel over pneumatic tires, involving contact 
pressure, mass, and stiffness are discussed in [1].  Along with exhibiting the 
characteristics of a normal pneumatic tire, the Tweel also overcomes some of its 
disadvantages such as wear, air pressure maintenance and durability.  A potential 
problem with early prototypes of the Tweel was the excessive noise during high-speed 
rolling.  The identification of the source of noise and its reduction has been a major goal 
of early Tweel development work.  
 To identify the source which causes this noise, an initial hypothesis was that 
noise may be generated when the spokes buckle during contact area and snap back when 
they come out of the contact region, creating spoke vibration as the spoke travel around 
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the Tweel.  Much of the initial work on the Tweel has investigated this hypothesis. The 
first study to model the dynamics of the Tweel™ spokes was performed in [2].  In this 
model, ABAQUS, finite element analysis software, was used to analyze a single 3D 
Tweel™ spoke. The 3D spoke was rotated around a fixed hub center using connector 
elements [2].  The motion of the spoke profile was based on an assumed path accounting 
for the local radius in the transition and contact regions. The analysis assumed that 
interactions with the flexible ring do not play a major role in the spoke vibrations [2].  
In [3, 13], a procedure was developed to analyze a complete 2D planar Tweel 
model which includes spokes, ring, reinforcements, and rigid hub.  The analysis 
procedure includes a cooling step in order achieve pretension in the spokes, followed by 
loading to one-quarter weight of the vehicle and then performing the rolling analysis.  
The profile of the spoke length change from the 2D Tweel model during the rolling step 
was used as a boundary condition for a single 3D spoke model in order to observe both 
in-plane and out-of-plane spoke vibration.  Results showed significant out of plane spoke 
vibrations, and distinct peak amplitudes in the FFT frequency spectrum for the signal.  
 The work in [4, 11], improved the analysis procedure with an improved initial 
start-up procedure for steady rolling. Major findings from this work showed the effect of 
edge scalloping on the 3D spoke model.  By removing material from the edges of the 
spokes thru scalloping, vibration amplitudes were reduced substantially. An optimal 
amount of edge scalloping was determined from this analysis.  
In [5, 12], the importance of several key spoke and ring geometric parameters on 
vibration were studied using Taguchi‟s parameter design method and Orthogonal arrays.  
A 2D planar finite element model with geometric nonlinearity and explicit time-stepping 
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was used to simulate rolling of the non-pneumatic tire.  Vibration characteristics were 
measured from the FFT frequency spectrum of the time-signals of perpendicular distance 
of marker nodes from the virtual plane of the spoke, ground reaction forces, and ring 
vibration.  Both maximum peak amplitudes and RMS measures were considered resulting 
in a total of five output measures to be reduced for evaluated optimal design 
combinations.  The results showed that decreasing the spoke length and increasing the 
spoke curvature both resulted in significant reductions in the output measures for Tweel 
vibration.  
1.2 Thesis Objectives 
  The present work explores the effect other spoke parameters not included in the 
study performed in [5, 12].  In particular, the present work examines the deviation of 
spokes from radial lines controlled by inner and outer DeRad parameters defined at the 
hub and ring ends of spokes, respectively. Dynamic orthogonal arrays with eight 
experiments are used to identify the optimal range for DeRad parameters and evaluate 
their importance with other influential spoke parameters on reducing spoke and ground 
force vibration amplitudes. Unlike the studies in [5, 12], uncontrollable factors of rolling 
speed and load are considered while evaluating the effects of controllable geometric 
variables in the orthogonal arrays.   
 The current works also examines the effects of a new alternate spoke pair concept 
wherein every other pair has same thickness, curvature, or combinations of both, i.e., 
even numbered spoke pairs have different geometric properties from odd number pairs. 
An L4 dynamic orthogonal array with uncontrollable factors of rolling speed and load are 
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also considered for this study while evaluating the effects of controllable spoke properties 
in the alternative spoke pairs.  The objective of the alternating spoke pair design is to 
identify the optimal combination of spoke thickness and curvature for alternating spoke 
pairs which increases the number of frequency peaks so as to decrease the amplitude of 
vibrations.  The above said objective has to be achieved without changing the total mass 
of the model.   
An outline of the Thesis is as follows: 
 Chapter 2 explains the characteristics of the two-dimensional TweelTM finite 
element analysis modal created using ABAQUS, which was used for experiments 
in later design studies. The characteristics include reference geometry parameters, 
material properties, analysis procedure, mesh geometry, and element type.  The 
method of measurement of spoke vibration and ground force interaction vibration 
amplitudes are also described.  
 Chapter 3 is dedicated for estimating the effect of the DeRad‟s on the spoke 
vibration and ground reaction force, including comparison of optimal DeRad‟s 
with other important spoke parameters like spoke length and spoke curvature. 
 Chapter 4 explores a new design concept for the Tweel model, which includes 
usage of alternating spoke pairs having different spoke thicknesses and spoke 
curvatures, and their combined effect. 
 Chapter 5 gives conclusions and observations from the results of the various 
studies performed and also provide suggestions for future work.  
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Chapter Two: 2D FINITE ELEMENT TWEEL MODEL 
The 2D Tweel model used for the present study includes a tread of 2.95 and also 
has a refined uniform finite element mesh for dynamic rolling analysis. The geometric 
and parametric modifications are explained in detail in this chapter.  
  
2.1 2D Tweel Plug in 
The 2D Tweel plug-in is a set of programs written in Python script which 
collectively generate a two dimensional Tweel model when used with Abaqus/CAE 
software [6]. The plug-in is divided into two parts, one of which contains a user interface 
script which creates a graphical window where dimensions for the Tweel parameters are 
entered. The other one is a module script where the parametric values provided before are 
processed using various functions and equations to generate the required two dimensional 
Tweel model.  The scripts are written in Python which can be modified to suite particular 
needs. The original plug-in were provided by Michelin, it was modified to add tread and 
have a uniform mesh across the model. The results for the mesh modifications performed 
are explained in detail in the latter part of this chapter. 
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Figure 2-1: Tweel Plug-in interface showing the design parameters for the Mini 
Tweel model, along with the updated parameters such as Tread Thickness and 
Marlow for Spokes and Ring. 
In Figure 2-1 we can see that along with regular parameters such as outside 
diameter, inside diameter and thicknesses, there is another parameter called Tread 
Thickness (TTh) which as shown in the Figure uses a value of 2.95mm. The reference 
parameters for the reference Tweel model are listed out in Table 2-1 and a snapshot of the 
model is shown in Figure 2-2. 
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Table 2-1: List of parameters and reference values used in the regular analysis. 
Parameters Reference Tweel Model 
Outside Diameter (Do) 593 mm 
Inside Diameter (Di) 410 mm 
Tread Thickness (TTh) 2.95 mm 
Ring Thickness (Tr) 19.5 mm 
Outside Coverage(Toc) 7 mm 
Inside Coverage(Tic) 2.5 mm 
Number of Spoke Pairs 25 
Spoke Thickness (Ts) 4.2 mm 
Spoke Curvature (C) 8 
Spoke DeRad – Outer .15 
Spoke DeRad - Inner .60 
 
 
Figure 2-2: Reference Tweel Model also called reference model generated by the 
Plug-in. 
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2.2 2D Tweel Element Properties 
Abaqus provides various types of element models for a two dimensional model, 
out of these the plane stress and plane strain element models meet to our requirements for 
dynamic analysis of Tweel model. Abaqus recommends using plane stress elements for a 
study if the thickness of the body is small when compared to its in-plane dimensions i.e. 
bodies which are thin and flat. It also recommends using plane strain elements for studies 
where the thickness of the body is quite large when compared to its in-plane dimensions 
like shafts. In our case we consider to use a plane strain elements as the thickness of the 
spoke i.e. a major in-plane dimension which we use for measurements, is much smaller 
than its width an out of the plane dimension which actually is a thickness as explained 
above. Hence usage of plane strain elements will represents our finite element Tweel 
model more accurately with the actual Tweel. To be precise an element type of CPE4R: 
A 4-node bilinear plane strain quadrilateral, reduced integration, hourglass control was 
used. 
2.3 2D Tweel Material Properties 
The Tweel is made up of three different materials one of them is isotropic 
polyurethane (PU) material with low modulus, this allows it to bear high strains at low 
stress levels. The PU material forms the bulk of the Tweel covering the entire spokes and 
ring region i.e. inner coverage, outer coverage and shear beam. The PU material is 
modeled in the Tweel as a hyper elastic material property with Marlow strain energy 
potential and a Poisson‟s ratio of 0.45, the test data for the Marlow material property has 
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been provided by the Michelin. The isotropic expansion co-efficient alpha for the PU 
material is equal to .0002 /
0
C  
The second one is a regular elastic material generally used in the tread section of a 
tire. The same material has been used in designing the tread of the Tweel. The tread 
material is modeled in the Tweel as a hyper elastic material property with Neo-Hooke 
strain energy potential. The coefficients for this strain energy potential are shown in 
Table 2-2 the isotropic expansion co-efficient alpha for the PU material is equal to 
0.00017 /
0
C. The stress strain curve for the Marlow and Neo-Hooke strain energy 
potential can be seen in below. 
Table 2-2: Hyper Elastic Coefficient’s for Tread material in Neo-Hooke strain 
energy model. 
Co-efficient Value ( 2/daN mm ) 
C10 0.0833 
C01 1.241384 
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Figure 2-3 : Stress Strain Curve for Marlow (Ring and Spoke Material Model) Vs 
Neo-Hooke (Tread material Model) 
 The third one is an orthotropic elastic material which is rigid and extremely stiff 
in the tangential direction so as to keep the ring hence Tweel in its shape, it is present in 
the Tweel in form of a reinforcement layer which is placed in between the coverage 
layers and the shear beam layers of the ring. The reinforcement material has been 
modeled in the Tweel in form of elastic orthotropic material properties which are 
represented in the form of  
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In the above matrix the subscripts 11, 22, 33 represents the direction of the 
orientation of the model. The direction “11” represent‟s the radial direction, “22” 
represent‟s tangential and “33” represent‟s out of the plane direction. Since the main 
objective of the reinforcement layer is to provide high stiffness in the tangential direction. 
Hence the values defined for the D2222 moduli are much higher than those defined for the 
other directions. These values can be seen in Table 2-3. 
Table 2-3: Elastic Moduli for Reinforcement material. 
Moduli Value ( 2/daN mm ) 
D1111 0.0 
D1122 0.01 
D2222 3217.758 
D1133 0.0 
D2233 0.0 
D3333 0.01 
D1212 32.17758 
D1313 0.0 
D2323 0.0 
 
The orthotropic expansion coefficients for the reinforcement material are shown 
in Table 2-4 and the mass density of the model is equal 10 2 41.1 10 sec / .daN mm   
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Table 2-4: orthotropic expansion coefficients for the reinforcement material 
Coefficients Value (/
0
C) 
11 0.0 
22 1.2E-005 
33 0.0 
2.4 2D Tweel Analysis Procedure 
 The new computational procedure for the new TWEEL model is a one step 
procedure with three levels of analysis steps. The entire analysis is performed in 
ABAQUS/Explicit. The summary of the analysis steps is provided below.  
 
1 Predefined Field: Initial condition, angular velocity 120 rad/sec, and Cooling with 
smooth step from 125 to 25 degrees, over period of 0.1 sec ( in step 2) 
2 Step 0: Initial  Condition: Hub Center is free to rotate  
3 Step 1: Establish Initial Rotation over period 0.005 sec. 
4 Step 2: Loading with 15mm pushup defined by linear ramp to 150 mm/sec over 
0.1 sec, and hub center rotational velocity set to 120 rad/sec (130 km/hr). 
5 Step 3: Steady-State rolling period 0.3 sec   
 
In the new procedure we can see that instead of performing a cooling step separately 
we have included it in the predefined field and instead of performing a separate loading 
model, a push up step of 15mm has been used to standardize all the further comparisons 
with consistent contact patch, which is pretty much equal the quarter weight of the 
vehicle.  A velocity of 120 rad/sec is specified to the TWEEL in the predefined field and 
the model is forced to 120 rad/sec from step 2, so as to keep a consistent angular velocity 
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over the time of the analysis but step 1 is set free, so as allow the TWEEL to gain 
momentum and settle with an angular velocity around 120 rad/sec. the new procedure 
also combines the loading and cooling step into one common step so as to reduce the time 
taken to complete the analysis. The parameters for the Tweel model are also different 
which are clearly explained in [5, 12]. 
2.5 2D Tweel Vibrations Measurement 
 The acoustical disturbance caused by the Tweel has been initially hypothesized to 
be generated due to buckling and snapping action of the spokes, later hypothesis was 
modified to include not only the disturbance caused due to spoke disturbance but also the 
ground interaction with the Tweel and bending of the ring. Since the major part of this 
study to assess the effect of modification of spoke parameters only “spoke vibration” i.e. 
disturbance caused due to spoke bending and “ground vibration” i.e. disturbance caused 
due to interaction between Tweel and ground were considered. The points of measure on 
the spoke are referred as marker nodes (as shown in Figure 2-4 as red dots) and the 
Ground Reaction force which is used to measure the ground vibration is extracted from 
the reference point present (as shown in Figure 2-5) on the rigid ground is used. The 
procedure to extract the data from the results and process it has been well explained in 
[2]. Unlike before measurement for a model is performed for a fixed number of the cycles 
for the entire study, for the general parametric studies the number of cycles was fixed to 
five and for the orthogonal array studies which included the measurement of vibration at 
slower speed the number of cycles were fixed to three. 
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Figure 2-4: A Spoke Pair on the Tweel showing the marker nodes on the Right 
Spoke. 
 
Figure 2-5: Reference point on the rigid ground. 
Reference Point 
Upper Quarter Node 
Middle Node 
Lower Quarter Node 
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2.6 Optimization of Mesh for 2D Tweel Model: 
2.6.1 Overview: 
 The mesh performed on any finite element model is critically important. The 
optimal mesh for a model is one which balances the accuracy of results provided by the 
model with the time taken to solve the model. To achieve the optimal mesh three models 
(Figure 2-6) with different mesh sizes have been solved the time taken to solve the model 
is also accounted for in Table 2-5. The number of elements in each part for different 
models can be seen in same table. From Table 2-5 it can also be noted that the time taken 
for solving model 3 is almost thrice the time taken for solving model 1 on a single 
processor system and model 4 and 5  test for convergence by increasing the number of 
elements in vulnerable parts of the Tweel model.  The final model has been decided 
based on the results from both spoke vibrations and ground reaction force shown below. 
 
Table 2-5: Mesh properties for Tweel models. 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
Circumference Angle (Degree) 1.92 0.96 0.685 0.685 0.685 
Elements in the Ring Shear 
Layer 
3 4 4 6 4 
Elements in the Ring Inner 
Coverage 
1 1 2 2 2 
Elements in the Ring Outer 
Coverage 
2 2 4 4 6 
Elements along the Spoke 
Length 
40 60 60 60 60 
Elements across the Spoke 
Width 
2 3 3 3 3 
Wall-Clock Time (Hours) 9:00 12:00 18:00 19:00 19:30 
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Figure 2-6: A Spoke pair for Model 1 (Left), Model 2 (Middle) and Model 3 (Right). 
2.6.2 Procedure and Results: 
 For arriving at a conclusion the results from both ground reaction force and the 
spoke vibration are considered. First, consider the ground reaction force data is extracted 
from the reference point shown in Figure 2-5 during the rolling step for a period of 5 
cycles, readings at an interval of 0.0002 seconds is considered for accurate results. The 
signal extracted from the ground reaction force for Model 3 during rolling step can be 
seen in Figure 2-6.  
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Figure 2-7: Signal for ground reaction force for Model 3 
 FFT corresponding to the time signal in Figure 2-7 can be seen in Figure 2-8. 
FFT‟s were generated from the Matlab program similar to the one use in [5, 12].  From 
the below FFT we can observe a peak or sudden rise in amplitude at Frequency of 477 
Hz, which corresponds to the spoke pair passing frequency (SPPF), based on the 120 
rad/sec rolling speed and 25 spoke pairs.  Other peaks at 955 Hz and 1431 Hz correspond 
to harmonics of the spoke pair passing frequency.  This max peak amplitude is the 
considered to be the highest amplitude produced by that model. The RMS amplitude is 
the root mean square of all the amplitudes in the FFT spectrum for frequency range 
between 200 Hz – 1500 Hz. The same procedure is repeated for all the experiments in the 
present study as well as other experiments in following chapters. 
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Figure 2-8: FFT Spectrum for the ground reaction force for Model 3. 
 The results shown below are based upon the FFT spectrum generated by the data 
at the Reference point for the rigid ground. The results for all models can be seen in 
Table 2-6.  
Table 2-6: FFT Amplitudes of Ground Reaction Force for Rolling Step. 
 Peak  
Amplitude 
RMS  
Amplitude 
Model 1 255 17.66 
Model 2 220 19.57 
Model 3 156 24.81 
Model 4 150 24.34 
Model 5 152 24.81 
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   Now consider the spoke vibration, it is measured by calculating displacements at 
marker nodes (Figure 2-4 ) from the plane of a reference spoke. Similar to the ground 
reaction force the data is extracted for every 0.0002 seconds for 5 cycles. The data at all 
marker nodes for Model 3 during the rolling step can be seen in Figure 2-9 
 
Figure 2-9: Signal for the perpendicular distance at all marker nodes for Model 3. 
 
Unlike the ground reaction force, FFT from the spoke marker nodes follow a 
pattern with few high amplitudes initially followed by peak.  For example Figure 2-10 is 
an FFT for model 3 at the middle node which contains one peak amplitude, the 
amplitudes before 200 Hz are harmonics of the wheel rolling speed corresponding to the 
shape of the spoke collapse behavior as they pass through the contact patch region, hence 
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they are neglected during the estimation of both spoke amplitudes and ground 
amplitudes. The peak amplitude corresponds to the distinctive peaks generated in the FFT 
spectrum and the RMS amplitude corresponds to the root mean square of all the 
amplitude between the frequency range of 200 -1500 Hz.  
 
Figure 2-10: FFT spectrum for the Middle marker node for the spoke vibration of 
model 3. 
The results for all the models, i.e. peak amplitudes for each marker nodes are 
shown in Table 2-7. Further discussion on the spoke vibration behavior corresponding to 
the frequency peaks in the FFT spectrum for the spoke is given in [3, 5, 12, and 13]. 
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Table 2-7: FFT Peak Amplitudes of Spoke Marker nodes for Rolling Step 
 Upper Quarter 
Node 
Middle 
Node 
Lower Quarter 
Node 
Model 1 331 549 355 
Model 2 554 940 621 
Model 3 257 476 361 
Model 4 230 449 360 
Model 5 226 431 337 
 
2.6.3 Conclusion: 
 From the above results we observe that an extra fine mesh for the Tweel model is 
required for relative convergence of spoke vibration amplitudes and ground force 
vibration amplitudes.   The extra fine mesh which has about 6 elements in the ring, 4 
elements in the outer coverage, 2 elements in the inner coverage and tread when 
measured in radial direction. All the extra fine mesh models have around 525 elements 
around the circumference.  Further experiments showed that reducing the spoke elements 
has an impact on the vibration so we require an extra fine mesh in the spoke area but 
reducing the ring elements does not affect the outputs significantly so 4 elements across 
the radial direction of the ring is sufficient. Increasing the number of elements in the 
outer coverage and the spoke elements did not have much impact, hence, model 7 which 
has 4 elements in ring shear layer and outer coverage, 2 elements in inner coverage and 
tread in radial direction, has been selected for the model in all further analysis.  The final 
selected model 7 can be seen in Figure 2-11. 
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Figure 2-11: Model 3 used in further analysis, with converged mesh. 
Tread 
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Chapter Three: ESTIMATION OF EFFECT OF DERAD‟S ON TWEEL 
3.1 Optimization of DeRad‟s 
In [5, 12], orthogonal arrays were used to identify the relative importance of 
spoke length, spoke curvature, spoke thickness, inner and outer ring coverage‟s, and 
shear ring thickness on reducing Tweel vibration.  Results from the study in [5, 12] 
showed that spoke length and spoke curvature were the most important geometric 
parameters of those studied effecting Tweel vibration. It was found that levels of short 
spoke length and larger spoke curvature were optimal in reducing vibration of spokes, 
ring, and ground reaction force peak and RMS amplitudes.  Another important geometric 
parameter for design of the Tweel structure is the amount of deviation from radial lines 
(DeRad) for the spokes.  DeRad is used to support wheel torsion during breaking 
maneuvers and may also have an effect on spoke vibration during rolling.  In the 
following, a discussion of the definition and calculation of DeRad is given followed by 
orthogonal array design studies for the optimal selection of DeRad levels for reduced 
vibration.  
3.1.1 Calculation of DeRad: 
The amount of spoke DeRad controls the tilt or the angle at which the spokes are 
inclined with a reference line in radial direction. The tilt can be controlled by varying two 
parameters (a) inner DeRad at the hub end of the spoke and (b) outer DeRad at the ring 
end of the spoke. The Derad values are given as a percent deviation from the radial line.   
To understand the calculation of the DeRad‟s it is important to understand few 
technical terms before. Stating with a) radial line: any line connecting the hub of the 
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Tweel to a point on the outer surface of the Tread b) Spoke radial lines: radial lines 
exactly in between two spoke pairs or in between a spoke pair c) Spoke angle: angle 
between two adjacent spoke radial lines d) Split line: radial line between two adjacent 
spoke radial lines splitting the spoke angle into two equal parts e) Split angle: angle 
between a spoke radial line and split angle adjacent to each other. The above explained 
terms can be clearly seen in the Figure 3-1 below.  
 
Figure 3-1: Deviation from radial lines at regular spacing defining spoke tilt.  
(Inner Derad at hub end, outer Derad at ring end) 
To better understand the terms explained above, consider the reference Tweel 
geometry with 25 spoke pairs shown in Figure 3-1. It has 50 spoke radial lines, the spoke 
Split Lines Spoke Radial Lines 
Spoke Angle Split Angle 
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angle between any two adjacent spoke radial lines is equal to 360/ (2*25) = 7.2 degrees. 
The model also has 50 split lines, the angle between an adjacent split line and a spoke 
radial line i.e. split angle is equal to half of the spoke angle 7.2 degrees that is equal to 
3.6 degrees. The DeRad values are defined with respect to the split lines. 
 The reference value 0.6 for the inner DeRad specifies that the center point on the 
spoke at the hub end deviates by 0.60 times the split angle inwards and the reference 
value of 0.15 for the outer DeRad indicates that the center node on the outer edge of the 
spoke at the ring end deviates by 0.15 times the split angle outwards.  Graphical 
representation of the DeRad‟s is shown in below.  
 
Figure 3-2: Graphical representation of inner and outer DeRad’s. 
Inner DeRad 
Outer DeRad 
Split Line 
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For the reference spoke thickness of 4.2 mm, the possible range for the inner and 
outer DeRad‟s is 0.0 to 0.80, it also can be noted that there is a possibility of having a 
spoke pair having both the inner and outer DeRad have a value of 0.0, where the spokes 
align with the split line which is not recommended due to the torsion effect caused by 
them during braking of the vehicle. Different Tweel model with extreme ranges of the 
DeRad‟s are shown in Figures below. 
 
 
Figure 3-3: Tweel Model with Inner DeRad of 0.80 and Outer DeRad of 0.00 
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Figure 3-4: Tweel Model with Inner DeRad of 0.00 and Outer DeRad of 0.00 
 
 
 
Figure 3-5: Tweel Model with Inner DeRad of 0.00 and Outer DeRad of 0.80 
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3.1.2 DeRad Study for Reference Tweel: 
In this section, a study on the effects of DeRad with various combinations of inner 
and outer DeRad values is performed for the reference Tweel geometry to determine an 
optimal range of values which decreases measures of spoke vibration and ground reaction 
force during dynamic rolling.    
The number and spacing between spokes provides constraints on the feasible 
DeRad values for design.  Increasing the inner DeRad moves the spokes closer together 
at the hub end. As said before the maximum value for inner DeRad without overlapping 
of the spokes is 0.80. The maximum recommended value for the outer DeRad is 0.30, an 
outer DeRad value greater than 0.30 is not recommended as it will increase the gap 
between two spokes of Tweel making it unstable. Hence for the current study, the limits 
of outer DeRad are kept between 0 and 0.30; while the limits of the inner DeRad are 
between 0 and 0.80.  In the present study, outer DeRad values with three levels of 0, 0.15 
and 0.30 are combined with inner DeRad values from 0 to 0.8 in increments of 0.1.  
Peak amplitude and RMS amplitude results from the FFT frequency spectrum‟s 
for ground reaction force signal and the spoke vibration signal calculated from 
displacements extracted from the marker nodes on the right spoke in a typical pair are 
graphically represented below.  
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Figure 3-6: Peak Amplitudes for spoke vibration vs. Inner DeRad for different 
Outer DeRad values. 
 
Figure 3-7: RMS Amplitudes for spoke vibration vs. Inner DeRad values for 
different Outer DeRad values. 
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Figure 3-8: Peak Amplitudes for Ground Reaction Force vs. Inner DeRad values for 
different Outer DeRad values. 
 
Figure 3-9: RMS Amplitudes for Ground Reaction Force vs. Inner DeRad values for 
different Outer DeRad values. 
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3.1.3 Conclusion:  
Based upon the experiments performed in the above section and the results from 
various output parameters, it is suggested to use a value of 0.4 for inner DeRad and 0.15 
for outer DeRad. Since the variation of amplitude with respect to DeRad‟s is not linear, a 
recommended range which has the highest probability of having an optimal value is 
provided. For inner DeRad a range of 0.3 to 0.5 is suggested and for outer DeRad a range 
of 0.1 to 0.2 is suggested. The amplitude for both spoke vibration and ground vibration 
was considerably reduced compared to combinations outside these ranges. A study is 
performed to evaluate the importance of the DeRad‟s on effecting vibration when 
compared with other influential variables such as spoke length and spoke curvature as 
proposed in [5,12].  
3.2 L8 Orthogonal Array: To estimate the effect of DeRad‟s 
In this Section, an orthogonal array is proposed which has spoke length, spoke 
curvature and both inner and outer DeRad as control variables, to determine the relative 
importance of spoke DeRad on reducing spoke vibration and ground reaction force 
amplitude, when compared to the two most important parameters which effect the 
vibration of the Tweel found in [5, 12].  The parametric levels for all variables can be 
seen in table below. 
Table 3-1: Level parameters for selected spoke variables.  
 Level 1 Level 2 
Spoke Length 62mm 72mm 
Spoke Curvature 6 10 
Outer DeRad 0.1 0.2 
Inner DeRad 0.3 0.5 
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3.2.1 Set Up: 
An orthogonal array is a statistical tool used for assessing the influence of 
different design variables also referred as controllable factors studied and recommends 
the direction of improvement for each design variable [8, 9]. In this case as we consider 
only four controllable variables, i.e. Spoke Length, Spoke Curvature, Inner DeRad and 
Outer DeRad, with each variable having two levels of study, an L8 orthogonal array 
which uses can accommodate up to 7 controllable variables is used, the remaining 3 open 
columns can be used to assess potential interactions between controllable variables.  In 
this case the interactions between spoke length and the DeRad‟s are studied.  The 
placement of the open columns for interaction studies between these variables are placed 
in their respective positions according to established procedures as discussed in [8, 9].  
The structure of the proposed L8 array is provided in Table 3-2.  The values 1 and 2 refer 
to low and high values. The four geometric control factors (variables) are highlighted by 
red.  
Table 3-2: L8 Array with the four controllable variables and three open columns 
measuring potential interactions. 
Experiment 
Number 
Spoke 
Length 
Outer 
DeRad 
Spoke Length 
vs. Outer 
DeRad 
Inner 
DeRad 
Spoke 
Curvature  vs. 
Inner DeRad 
Outer DeRad 
vs. Inner  
DeRad 
Spoke 
Curvature 
1 1 1  1   1 
2 1 1  2   2 
3 1 2  1   2 
4 1 2  2   1 
5 2 1  1   2 
6 2 1  2   1 
7 2 2  1   1 
8 2 2  2   2 
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The L8 array used in [5, 12] and the one proposed above considers only the 
controllable variables. It does not consider the inclusion of the external factors such as 
speed and load which cannot be controlled in real time but play a major role in the design 
process. Hence a modified L8 array has been proposed which is divided in to an inner 
array and an outer array [9]. The inner array is similar to the L8 array proposed above and 
the outer array includes the uncontrollable factors such as angular velocity and push up. 
The outer array used in this study can be seen below. 
Table 3-3: Combinations of Hub Velocity and Ground Push Up considered as 
uncontrollable variables with two-levels each. 
Experiment Set 1 2 3 4 
Hub Velocity (rad/sec) 120 80 120 80 
Ground Push Up (mm) 15 15 13 13 
 
 When coming to level selection the low and high level for the spoke curvature are 
similar to the ones used in [5, 12], i.e. 75% and 125 % of the reference value of 8 and for 
spoke length the high level, i.e. level 2 is 72mm which is the reference value and the low 
level is 62mm which is the shortest recommended spoke length. For the inner and outer 
DeRad‟s the high and low levels are equal to the extreme values of the  recommended 
range from the DeRad study in previous section, i.e. inner DeRad level 1 equals 0.3 and 
level 2 equals 0.5.  Similarly outer DeRad level 1 equals 0.1 and level 2 equals 0.2.    
The tabulated form of the complete L8 array can be seen in Table 3-4. The inner 
variables are represented by A, B, C and D and interaction by their combinations. The 
outer (dynamic) variables are represented in combinations with set numbers 1 to 4.  
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Table 3-4: Inner-Outer L8 Array with four controllable and two uncontrollable 
variables for two levels each. 
         Outer Array   Set Number 1 2 3 4 
 
Hub Velocity (rad/s) 120 80 120 80 
Ground Push Up (mm) 15 15 13 13 
Exp 
No 
Spoke 
Length 
(A) 
Outer 
DeRad 
(B) 
(A/B) 
Inner 
DeRad 
(C) 
(A/C) (B/C) 
Spoke 
Curvature 
(D) 
Output Measures 
1 62 0.1  0.3   6     
2 62 0.1  0.5   10     
3 62 0.2  0.3   10     
4 62 0.2  0.5   6     
5 72 0.1  0.3   10     
6 72 0.1  0.5   6     
7 72 0.2  0.3   6     
8 72 0.2  0.5   10     
 
3.2.2 Results from Orthogonal Array 
Output measures for both spoke marker nodes and the ground reference point are 
reported in Max peak and RMS values  In this Section, the Max peak results obtained 
from the spoke marker node vibrations are examine. Results from other locations are 
given in Appendix A. 
3.2.2.1 Spoke Peak Amplitude: 
 Spoke peak max amplitude accounts for the maximum amplitude generated by the 
displacements caused by the motion of the spoke.  The max peak amplitude is the largest 
peak amplitude from all the measured marker nodes, i.e. middle node, upper quarter node 
and lower quarter node as explained earlier in Section 2.5. The complete L8 array 
including the output measures is shown in Table 3-5 below. The results can be predicted 
either by using the averages or the S/N ratio values as calculated in the table below.   
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Table 3-5: Spoke Peak Amplitudes results for inner-outer L8 array. 
 Outer Array  1 2 3 4 Set Number 
 120 80 120 80 Hub Velocity 
15 15 13 13 Ground Push Up 
Exp 
No 
Spoke 
Length 
Outer 
DeRad 
Inner 
DeRad 
Spoke 
Curvature 
Spoke Peak Amplitude S/N 
Ratio 
Average 
1 62 0.1 0.3 6 210 25 29 157 -42.44 105.25 
2 62 0.1 0.5 10 21 19 14 24 -25.94 19.50 
3 62 0.2 0.3 10 25 16 15 40 -28.30 24.00 
4 62 0.2 0.5 6 120 38 32 84 -37.76 68.50 
5 72 0.1 0.3 10 93 22 20 77 -35.87 53.00 
6 72 0.1 0.5 6 307 244 291 105 -47.94 236.75 
7 72 0.2 0.3 6 240 320 373 223 -49.40 289.00 
8 72 0.2 0.5 10 40 22 30 66 -32.63 39.50 
Results using Averages (Mean Deviation Method): 
Consider the column titled Averages from Table 3-5. The data in this column is 
referred to as the output measure and corresponds to the average of results for all 
combinations of the uncontrollable variables for a particular experiment. Using these 
output measures, response tables similar to Table 3-6 are calculated.  
 Table 3-6: Response Table for Means for Spoke Peak Amplitude 
Level Spoke Length Outer  
DeRad 
Inner 
DeRad 
Spoke Curvature 
1 54.31 103.63 117.81      174.88 
2 154.56 105.25 91.06       34.00 
Delta 100.25 1.63 26.75      140.88 
Rank 2 4 3 1 
 
 
 The response table gives the influence of the controlled variables by calculating 
the averages of the output measures at each level. To make this clear, consider a 
controlled variable spoke length, which has value of 62mm for level one and 72 mm at 
level two.  In this example, the mean at level one is the average of all the output measures 
where the spoke length is 62 mm which equals to 54.31 in the case spoke max peak 
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amplitude.  Similarly for level two, the mean is equal to the average of all the output 
measures for experiments which have a spoke length of 72 mm which is equal to 154.56. 
Delta is the absolute value of the difference between the levels. A similar calculation is 
performed on all the other controlled variables.  Ranking of these variables is based upon 
the magnitude of delta; the higher the magnitude, the more influential that particular 
variable. In the example from Table 3-6, it can be noted that the spoke curvature is the 
most influential parameter followed by spoke length and then the DeRad‟s.  
The response table can also be used to assess the direction of improvement for the 
controllable variables from the reference value. From Table 3-6, the highlighted level for 
each controllable variable suggests the preference of geometric values towards that level 
from the reference value. The recommended levels for the spoke variables can be seen 
below followed by the detailed explanation these values.  
Table 3-7: Recommended geometric parameters for spoke variables based upon the 
Average’s method. 
 Recommended Value 
Spoke Length 62 mm 
Spoke Curvature 10 
Inner DeRad 0.5 
Outer DeRad 0.1 
 
Using the averages method, the recommended level which has a lower mean for a 
particular controllable factor is recommended as the level for direction of improvement. 
For reduced vibration amplitudes, the levels with the lower mean value are suggested.  
For this example, consider spoke length from Table 3-6.  A graphical representation for 
the Response table for means can be seen in Figure 3-10. The mean of 54.31 for level one 
is less than that of 154.56 of level 2. Hence the level-one value of 62mm is recommended 
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as the optimal level of improvement from the reference value which in turn suggests use 
of shorter spokes. Similarly for spoke curvature a level-two value of 10 is recommended 
suggesting the usage of spoke with larger curvatures than the reference value. In the case 
of DeRad‟s the recommended value for direction of improvement for inner DeRad is 0.5 
and for outer DeRad is 0.1.   
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Figure 3-10: Main Effect plot for Means of Levels for Spoke Peak Amplitude  
(Total Mean of Means = 104.445) 
 The open columns from the L8 orthogonal array are used to analyze the 
interactions between the selected controllable variables. Conclusions about the 
interactions can be derived from the “Interaction plot” shown in Figure 3-11. It can be 
observed that the interaction curves for Spoke Length vs. the Inner and Outer DeRad 
values are parallel indicating that there is no interaction between the spoke length and the 
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DeRad‟s.  From the interaction curve between the Inner DeRad and the Outer DeRad, the 
lines cross each other indicating that a strong interaction may exist between them. 
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Figure 3-11: Interaction plot for Means of Spoke Peak Amplitude.  
(Low levels in black, high levels in red)  
Results from S/N ratio (S/N ratio Method): 
 Consider the column titled S/N ratio from Table 3-5. The data in this column is 
calculated by the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio formula shown below.  
2
1
1
/ 10log( )
n
i
i
S N y
n 
   
Since the objective is to minimize the amplitudes of Tweel vibration, the above 
formula for S/N ratio is based upon the smaller-the-better requirement [9].  Here „n‟ 
represents the possible combinations for the outer array variables; in this case n=4 and 
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„yi‟ represents the output measurements. Using these output measures, response tables 
similar to Table 3-8 are calculated.  
Table 3-8: Response Table for smaller-is-better S/N Ratios for Spoke Peak 
Amplitude  
 
Level 
Spoke 
Length 
Outer 
DeRad 
Inner 
DeRad 
Spoke 
Curvature 
1 -33.62   -38.05   -39.01      -44.39 
2 -41.47   -37.03   -36.08      -30.69 
Delta 7.85     1.03     2.93       13.70 
Rank 2 4 3 1 
 
The procedure involved in calculation of the means of S/N values for the response 
table is similar to the one performed using Averages. The main effects plot shown in 
Figure 3-12 below provides a graphical representation of the means from Table 3-8.  
These results suggest that spoke curvature is the most influential parameter followed by 
the spoke length and then the DeRad‟s.  Unlike the average‟s method, the levels with 
higher value of mean are selected as the recommended level for the direction of 
improvement. The recommended levels for the controllable variables can be seen in the 
table below. 
Table 3-9: Recommended geometric parameters for spoke variables based on S/N 
ratio method.   
 Recommended Value 
Spoke Length 62 mm 
Spoke Curvature 10 
Inner DeRad 0.5 
Outer DeRad 0.2 
 
. 
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Figure 3-12: Main effects plot for S/N ratio of levels for Spoke Peak Amplitude  
(Total Mean of S/N = -37.45) 
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Figure 3-13: Interaction plot for S/N ratio of Spoke Peak Amplitude  
(Low levels in black, high levels in red). 
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The interaction plot in Figure 3-13 suggests the absence of any strong interactions 
between the considered controllable variables.  
3.2.3 Conclusions 
Similar to the results from spoke pair max peak amplitude explained above the 
results from the other three output measures are also considered. These results are in 
Appendix A, B and C. Results from all the output measures suggest that the spoke 
curvature is the most influential factor followed by the spoke length.  Inner DeRad and 
outer DeRad were ranked 3
rd
 and 4
th
 respectively. They also indicate that the Inner and 
Outer DeRad have lesser effect when compared to other influential spoke variables such 
as spoke length and curvature.  When comparing the DeRad values the results observed 
at spoke marker nodes place inner DeRad as more important in effecting spoke vibration 
than the outer DeRad.  Both inner and outer Derad values reduce ground force vibration 
about the same amount.  These results also indicate that the outer DeRad influences the 
vibration from ground reaction force more than on the spoke vibration.  
If a model is generated considering the recommended levels suggested by the 
Mean deviation method, the model is similar to Experiment 2 in Table 3-5 (Highlighted 
in yellow) and the average value of this experiment is less than any experiment in that 
orthogonal array suggesting the credibility of the results. 
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Table 3-10: Recommended levels for different spoke variables. 
 
Recommended Value 
Mean Deviations Method S/N ratio method 
Spoke Length 62 mm 62 mm 
Spoke Curvature 10 10 
Inner DeRad 0.5 0.5 
Outer DeRad 0.1 0.2 
 
From the earlier DeRad study it has been recommended that an optimal inner 
DeRad value would be around 0.4 and outer DeRad would be around 0.15. Since both the 
mean deviation and S/N ratio methods from Table 3-10 recommend using an inner 
DeRad value of 0.5. It can be concluded that the optimal Inner DeRad range would be 
between 0.4 and 0.5, for the outer DeRad since there was no such strong indication the 
optimal range would stand as discussed before. Similarly, it is recommended to have a 
spoke curvature more than the reference value and spoke length less than the reference 
value. The optimal range for different spoke parameters can be seen in table below. 
Table 3-11: Optimal range for different spoke variables. 
 Optimal Range 
Spoke Length Less than 72mm 
Spoke Curvature More than 8 
Inner DeRad Between 0.4 and 0.5 
Outer DeRad Between 0.1 and 0.2 
 
The mass of the reference Tweel model is equal to 6.61 Kg/100mm and the 
estimated stiffness is equal to 0.1930 dN / mm
2
. If we consider the vertical stiffness and 
mass for all the experiments performed in the L8 array shown in Table 3-12, it can be 
noted that the mass of the Tweel model is clearly affected by the Spoke length suggesting 
the possibility of using the spoke length of 62 mm (recommended level) for reduced 
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mass.  Results also indicate stiffness of the Tweel depends upon the spoke curvature.  
Using a spoke curvature of 10 mm (recommended level) the stiffness of the Tweel 
decreases by 12% compared to the Reference model, which may not be acceptable. 
Hence using a spoke curvature of around 8.5 to 9 should keep the stiffness closer to the 
Reference model.  
Table 3-12: Stiffness values for all L8 array experiments. 
Experiment 
No 
Mean Ground Reaction Force 
(dN/mm) 
Stiffness = 
ΔF / Δ u 
(dN/mm
2
) 
Mass  
(Kg/100 mm) ground push up 
of 15 mm (u1) 
ground push up 
of 13 mm (u2) 
1 4.6334 4.2024 0.2155 6.35 
2 3.1149 2.7726 0.17115 6.42 
3 3.1152 2.7736 0.1708 6.41 
4 4.6203 4.1917 0.2143 6.36 
5 3.1180 2.7746 0.1717 6.63 
6 4.6286 4.1818 0.2234 6.58 
7 4.6100 4.0875 0.26125 6.58 
8 3.1187 2.7733 0.1727 6.64 
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3.3 Effect of Rotational Speed and Ground Push-up 
The studies performed above consider the geometric variables to be inner 
parameters which are controllable, while the rolling speed and load are considered as 
uncontrollable dynamic variables. Using this inner-outer orthogonal array approach, the 
importance and ranking of the inner geometric variables are predicted over a range of 
uncontrollable state variables.  In order examine the effect of the rolling speed and load 
on spoke vibration, a novel procedure is proposed to evaluate their influence by 
considering these variables as controllable, with combinations geometric variables 
defined by the previous L8 experiments as uncontrollable factors. Table 3-13 shows the 
L4 orthogonal array defined using the outer array parameters from the L8 orthogonal 
arrays in Table 3-5 with eight Tweel combinations of the geometric variables considered 
as dynamic variables. The resulting L4 outer-inner array in Table 3-13 for spoke Max 
Peak amplitude can be considered the transpose of the L8 inner-outer array in Table 3-5.  
Table 3-13: Outer-Inner L4 Orthogonal array 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  Exp No. 
Set 
Number 
Rolling 
Speed 
(rad/s) 
Push
up 
(mm) 
Spoke Max Peak Amplitude Mean 
1 120 15 210 21 25 120 93 307 240 40 132.00 
2 120 13 157 24 40 84 77 105 223 66 97.00 
3 80 15 25 19 16 38 22 244 320 22 88.25 
4 80 13 29 14 15 32 20 291 373 30 100.50 
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The response table for the above L4 outer-inner orthogonal array is shown in table 
below. 
Table 3-14: Response table for means for the L4 orthogonal array. 
Level Rolling Speed Push Up 
1 114.50 98.75 
2 94.38 110.13 
Delta 20.13 11.38 
Rank 1 2 
 
The results from the above response table suggest that the rotational speed has a 
stronger influence than the load of the vehicle in terms of spoke vibration and the main 
effects plot below shows that the high speed and high loading is an undesirable state of 
the Tweel, suggesting more noise at high speed rolling.  
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Figure 3-14: Main effects plot for rolling speed (rad/sec) and ground push-up (mm). 
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Chapter Four: ALTERNATE SPOKE PAIR DESIGN STUDY 
This Chapter examines the effects of a new alternate spoke pair concept wherein 
every other pair has same thickness, curvature, or combinations of both, i.e., even 
numbered spoke pairs have different geometric properties from odd number pairs. 
Uncontrollable factors of rolling speed and load are considered while evaluating the 
effects of controllable spoke variables using orthogonal arrays.  In the first section of this 
chapter the effect of changing the spoke thickness for a uniform distribution of spokes on 
the spoke and ground vibration are assessed. Following this initial study, a new design 
concept for the Tweel model, which includes usage of alternating spoke pairs having 
different spoke thicknesses and spoke curvatures, and their combined effect are 
examined. The objective of the alternating spoke pair design is to identify the optimal 
combination of spoke thickness and curvature for alternating spoke pairs which increases 
the number of frequency peaks so as to decrease the amplitude of vibrations.  The above 
said objective has to be achieved without changing the total mass of the model.   
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4.1 Spoke Thickness Study: 
 
For this study, a 2D Tweel model with the reference parameters is used. The 
reference parameters are same as shown in Table 2-1 except for the spoke thickness, 
which is the main focus of this study, has been modified to 75% and 125 % of its 
reference value to study its effects. The results from the study are shown below in a 
graphical representation of the peak value. 
 
The results from the graphs below indicate that an increase in spoke thickness is 
most likely to decrease the amplitude, either its peak or the RMS amplitude, and also it 
can also be observed that the change in the amplitude is just not any minor change but an 
appreciable one. It should be noted that the results from the L8 array performed in [5, 
12], recommended increasing the spoke thickness to reduces the amplitude, even though 
it is less important when compared with other influential spoke parameters such as spoke 
length and curvature. It also projected that increasing the spoke thickness increases the 
overall weight of the Tweel along with its stiffness, which is not an acceptable solution. 
Hence an alternative solution is proposed in the next section. The results from the Spoke 
marker nodes and ground reference point are shown below. 
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Figure 4-1 : Variation of Spoke Marker Amplitudes along with spoke thickness 
 
Figure 4-2: Ground amplitude Variation with Spoke Thickness  
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4.2 Alternate Spoke pair study:  
 
Alternate spoke pair study is a proposed design concept of the Tweel model 
where in certain spoke variables for a Tweel model will have different geometric values 
for any two adjacent spoke pairs. The possible spoke variables include spoke thickness, 
spoke curvature and DeRad‟s. The effect of having different spoke thickness and spoke 
curvature on the same Tweel model is studied in this section.  It is also to be noted that 
only even number of spoke pairs can be used in this Tweel to maintain symmetry. 
 
Figure 4-3: Modified Plug-in used to generate alternating spoke pair models. 
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Since the regular Tweel plug-in cannot generate such a model, the plug-in has 
been modified to request few additional parameters such spoke thickness and spoke 
curvature (can be seen under spoke parameters in Figure 4-3) and also generate a Tweel 
model having two adjacent spoke pairs with different values for the selected spoke 
variables. The user interface for the model can be seen in Figure 4-3 above. 
4.2.1 Alternate Spoke Pair Thickness Model: 
 
The alternate spoke pair thickness models use the same ring and other parameters 
as the regular Tweel model which has same spoke thickness for each spoke pair. 
Generating an alternate spoke pair thickness model cannot be done through a regular 
plug-in, hence the plug-in has been modified so as to request two different spoke 
thicknesses which are assigned to the alternate spoke pair in the model to generate the 
required model. The modified plug-in (snap shot shown in Figure 4-3) can also create a 
regular model if both the spoke thicknesses specified are the same. An image of the 
alternating spoke model is shown below. 
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Figure 4-4 : Alternate Spoke Pair Thickness model with Spoke thickness varying 
between 3.15 mm and 5.25 mm 
  The model in Figure 4-4 has an alternate spoke pair with spoke thickness of 3.15 
mm and 5.25 mm, even though the spoke thickness of half of the spoke pairs have been 
increased to 5.25mm the overall weight of the Tweel has been maintained with the 
reduction of spoke thickness on the other half of spoke pairs to 3.15mm. The difference 
between the spoke thickness of 3.15mm and 5.25mm is considered to be a relatively large 
variation from the reference model with uniform spoke thickness of 4.2 mm hence a 
study has been performed to assess the effect of this model which has been clearly 
explained below. 
 A complete study has been done by varying the spoke thickness by plus/minus 
5%, 15 % and 25% of the reference spoke thickness of 4.2 mm. One of the main 
Odd Spoke 
Pair (OSP) 
Even Spoke 
Pair (OSP) 
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objectives of the model is to maintain a constant weight of the Tweel.  If a Tweel model 
has a spoke pair of spoke thickness 5% more than that of the reference model, then this 
additional weight is compensated by adding another spoke pair on the same model with 
spoke thickness of 5% less than the reference value.  The even number of spoke pairs in 
the Tweel model helps in maintaining the consistency. Since we have different even and 
odd spoke pairs with different spoke thicknesses, the spoke vibration has to be accounted 
from both spoke pairs.  For this reason in this model the spoke thickness will increase for 
the odd numbered spoke pair and it will decrease on the even numbered spoke pair. These 
results are compared to a reference Tweel model having a uniform spoke thickness of 
4.2mm with 24 spoke pairs. The results used in the previous section with 25 spoke pairs 
is not compared to the alternate spoke pair thickness model due to the difference in 
number of spoke pairs. The experiments performed for this study are shown in Table 4-1.    
Table 4-1: Experiments performed for alternate spoke pair thickness study 
 
Spoke Pair Thickness 
Even Spoke Pair (ESP) Odd Spoke Pair (OSP) 
Model 1 4.2 mm 4.2 mm 
Model 2 3.99 mm 4.41 mm 
Model 3 3.57 mm 4.83 mm 
Model 4 3.15 mm 5.25 mm 
 
For further discussion of the results it should be remembered that ESP refers to 
even numbered spoke pair, while OSP refers to odd numbered spoke pair. Compared to 
the reference uniform spoke thickness model, the odd spoke pairs have increasing spoke 
thickness while the even spoke pairs have corresponding decreasing spoke thickness. The 
results of the study for constant speed and loading are represented in the graphs below. 
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Figure 4-5: Change in spoke max peak amplitude with change in spoke thickness 
 
Figure 4-6: Change in spoke RMS amplitude with change in spoke thickness 
 Consistent with the thickness study, the odd spoke pairs with increasing spoke 
thickness show a decrease in Max Peak and RMS amplitude for spoke vibration, while 
the even spoke pair with decreasing spoke thickness shows an increase in the peak and 
RMS amplitude. The peak frequency for the reference uniform spoke model is 286 Hz.  
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For the alternating spoke models, half the pairs have a different peak frequency compared 
to the other half.  Even though the thinner spoke pairs have higher amplitudes compared 
to the reference model, there is only half the number of spokes vibrating at this 
amplitude, and the overall noise radiated should be reduced. The results for ground 
reaction force are plotted in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8. 
 
Figure 4-7: Change in ground reaction force max peak amplitude with change in 
spoke thickness 
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Figure 4-8: Change in ground reaction force RMS amplitude with change in spoke 
thickness 
 
The results from the above graphs show that for the same mass, the plus/minus 
5% change in spoke thickness reduces the ground force vibration amplitudes by 30% in 
the case of peak amplitude and 20% in the case of RMS amplitude, when compared to the 
uniform spoke thickness reference model.  The results indicate that only small changes in 
spoke thickness between pairs reduce vibration amplitudes. However, large variations in 
spoke pair thickness between alternating spoke pair‟s increases vibration. This is an 
important qualification; for reduced vibration, only small plus/minus perturbations in 
spoke thickness should be used for alternating pairs.  
The FFT for the reference model and the alternating spoke pairs model with 
plus/minus 5% change in the spoke thickness are shown below. 
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Figure 4-9: FFT for the Ground Reaction force for the Reference model. 
 
Figure 4-10: FFT for the Ground Reaction Force for the alternating plus/minus 5% 
change in spoke thickness model. 
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From the above graphs, we see that the alternate spoke pair model increases the 
number of peak amplitude frequencies in the FFT spectrum of the ground reaction force 
signal i.e. for the same mass, the alternate spoke pair model has distributed the 
frequencies over a large range of frequency and also decreased the amplitude 
significantly. For the reference model with uniform spoke thickness pairs, the frequency 
peaks correspond to the harmonics of the spoke pair passing frequency of approximately 
480Hz. For the alternating spoke model with plus/minus 5% thickness variation between 
spoke pairs, the frequency peaks for the alternating spoke pair passing frequency of 240 
Hz can be observed, which corresponds to the Alternating spoke pair passing frequency.  
The addition of more frequency peaks for the alternate spoke pair model reduces the max 
peak amplitudes in the FFT spectrum.  
 
It is also important to note that as said earlier, the alternate spoke pairs vibrate at 
different frequencies. The preferred alternate thickness model, i.e. plus/minus 5 % 
perturbation in thickness model has the peak frequency of 280 Hz for the thinner (ESP) 
spoke pair and 324 Hz for the thicker spoke pair (OSP). 
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4.2.2 Alternate Spoke Pair Curvature Model: 
 
Figure 4-11: Alternate Spoke Pair Curvature model with Spoke curvature varying 
between 10 and 6 
The alternate spoke pair curvature model is similar to the alternate spoke pair 
thickness model, instead of having same spoke thickness for each alternate spoke pair the 
model will have same spoke curvature for each alternating spoke pair, and similar to the 
alternate spoke pair thickness model the alternate spoke curvature model can have only 
an even number of spoke pair.  For generating an alternate spoke pair curvature the plug-
in was modified again so as to request two different spoke curvatures that are assigned to 
the alternate spoke pair in the model. An image of the alternating spoke pair curvature 
model with spoke curvature of 6 and 10 is shown in Figure 4-11. 
Even Spoke 
Pair (ESP) Odd Spoke 
Pair (OSP) 
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 The value for the spoke curvature for each pair is maintained similar to the 
alternate spoke thickness model. A detailed alternate spoke curvature study has been 
performed to better understand the behavior of this model.  
  The alternate spoke curvature model has been done by varying the spoke 
curvature by a value of 0.5. To maintain consistency, the magnitude of the difference 
between the reference spoke curvature and the spoke curvature on each pair is kept 
consistent, i.e. if a spoke pair has a spoke curvature of 6, then the other spoke pair, the 
pair next to it will have a spoke curvature of 10 and for future reference the even 
numbered spoke pairs will have more spoke curvature than the reference spoke curvature 
and the odd spoke pairs have spoke curvature less than the reference spoke curvature. 
The study has been performed by increasing/decreasing the spoke curvature from the 
reference value of 8 in increments of 0.5.  The smallest curvature is 6 while the largest 
curvature is 10. The experiments performed are shown in the Table below followed by 
the results with constant speed and load. 
Table 4-2: List of experiments performed for alternates spoke curvature study.  
 
Spoke Pair Curvature 
Even Spoke Pair (ESP) Odd Spoke Pair (OSP) 
Model 1 8 8 
Model 2 8.5 7.5 
Model 3 9 7 
Model 4 9.5 7.5 
Model 5 10 6 
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Figure 4-12: Change in Spoke Max Peak amplitude with change in curvature 
 
Figure 4-13: Change in Spoke RMS amplitude with change in curvature 
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In both the spoke pairs, small changes in spoke curvature (OSP=7.5, ESP=8.5) 
decreases the Peak and RMS amplitude and then increases with larger changes in 
curvature. This differentiates from our previous understanding that in the case of uniform 
spokes, increasing the spoke curvature decreases the amplitude.  The results indicate that 
only small changes in spoke curvature between pairs reduce spoke vibration amplitudes. 
However, large variations in spoke pair curvature between alternating spoke pair‟s 
increases spoke vibration. Results for ground reaction force are shown below. 
 
 
Figure 4-14: Change in ground reaction force max peak amplitude with change in 
spoke curvature 
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Figure 4-15: Change in ground reaction force RMS amplitude with change in spoke 
curvature 
The results from above graphs show that with constant spoke thickness, the 
alternate spoke curvature model increases ground reaction force amplitudes compared to 
the reference model. Examining the FFT‟s in figures below for ground reaction force 
shows the Alternate spoke pair curvature model shares the same peak frequencies as the 
reference model. This result indicates that curvature does not control the frequency or 
peak amplitudes.   
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Figure 4-16: FFT of the Ground reaction force for the Alternate Spoke Pair Model 
(OSP=7.5, ESP=8.5) 
 
Figure 4-17: FFT of the Ground reaction force for the Reference Model  
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4.2.3 Conclusions: 
The results from the above studies performed at constant speed and load show 
that the alternate spoke pair model can be effective in reducing vibration compared to the 
reference model. It can be noted that by increasing the spoke thickness alternatively 
between pairs the vibration from the ground reaction force can be reduced and by using 
the alternate spoke pair curvature model the spoke vibration can be reduced.  Based upon 
the above conclusion it can be hypothesized that combining thin spokes with large 
curvature for even spoke pairs with thick spokes with small curvature for odd spoke pairs 
could reduce both spoke vibration as well as ground interaction force vibrations.  The 
results based upon this hypothesis are explained in detail in following sections.  
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4.3 Combined effect of Alternating Spoke Variables: 
 
Figure 4-18: Alternating spoke pair model with recommended spoke thickness and 
curvature levels. 
The combined model shown in Figure 4-18, is a combination of alternating spoke 
pair thickness model and alternating spoke curvature model, care has been taken to 
combine a thicker spoke pair with a smaller curvature and thinner spoke pair with a 
smaller curvature which logically can provide a better result when compared to the 
reverse condition. The results for the ground max peak amplitude and spoke max peak 
amplitude are compared with the previous results for better understanding of the effect of 
the combined model. 
The spoke thickness and the curvature for the combined model are derived from 
the optimal recommendations provided in previous section. The graphical comparison of 
the combined model with previous model is shown below. 
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Figure 4-19: Comparison of Ground Max peak amplitude for combined model with 
models studied earlier. 
The results from Figure 4-19 suggests that the combined model reduces the 
Ground Max peak amplitude when compared to either the reference model or the 
alternate spoke pair thickness model. The FFT spectrum from Figure 4-20 for the 
combined model proves that having the alternate spoke curvature in the combined model 
will not influence the affect of the alternating spoke pair thickness model on the ground 
reaction force, i.e. the FFT spectrum for the combined model also exhibits an increase in 
the number of peak amplitudes similar to the alternating spoke pair thickness model.  
From Figure 4-21, it can be observed that in the combined model the difference between 
the peak vibration amplitudes for odd and even pairs is less than that of the alternating 
spoke thickness model, this concludes that the combined model using alternating spoke 
curvature is actually reducing the spoke vibration without effecting the ground vibration.  
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Figure 4-20: Ground FFT for the combined model, for High load and Speed  
 
Figure 4-21: Comparison of Spoke Max peak amplitude for combined model with 
models studied earlier 
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4.4 L4 Orthogonal array:  
It has to be noted that the previous models tested for constant speed and load, it is 
important to know if the conclusions remain consistent even at variable speed and load. 
To determine the effects of these uncontrollable factors, an L4 orthogonal array similar to 
the one use in Section 3.2, with the same outer array dynamic parameters of speed and 
load is performed.  In this L4 array alternating spoke pair thickness and alternating spoke 
pair curvature are considered as two separate variables.  
4.4.1 Set up: 
An orthogonal array has been used to determine the effect of Alternating spoke 
pair concepts over varying speed and load.  The proposed L4 inner array used for this 
study is shown in Table 4-3 and the complete table including the outer array can be seen 
in Table 4-4. 
Table 4-3: Proposed L4 Inner array 
Experiment 
Number  
Alternate spoke 
pair Thickness  
Alternate spoke 
pair Curvature 
1  1 1  
2  1  2  
3  2  1  
4  2  2  
 
In the above L4 array, alternate spoke pair thickness model and alternates spoke 
pair curvature model acts as variables, Level 1 is the reference value with thickness of 4.2 
mm and curvature of 8. Level 2 is the optimum values for each alternating thickness and 
curvature parameter found in Section 4-2. The parameters defined at each level occur in 
pairs.   
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Table 4-4: L4 Orthogonal array for alternate spoke pair models 
Combination of Alternating Spoke 
Pair Thickness & Curvature 
1 2 3 4 Set 
80 80 120 120 Rotational Speed 
13 15 13 15 Ground Pushup 
Ex 
No 
Spoke 
Thickness (mm) 
Spoke 
Curvature (mm) Measurements 
 
Odd Even Odd Even 
1 4.2 4.2 8 8 
    
2 4.2 4.2 7.5 8.5 
    
3 4.41 3.99 8 8 
    
4 4.41 3.99 7.5 8.5 
    
4.4.2 Results from Orthogonal Array 
The results for the Ground Max peak amplitude for the L4 orthogonal array are 
discussed in this section. The Ground Max peak amplitude extracted for all the 
combinations of uncontrollable factors (n=4 sets) are tabulated in Table 4-5 followed by 
the response table for mean deviations. 
Table 4-5: L4 Array for Ground RF Max Peak Amplitude  
Combination of Alternating Spoke Pair 
Thickness & Curvature 
1 2 3 4 Set 
80 80 120 120 Rotational Speed 
13 15 13 15 Ground Load 
Ex 
No 
Spoke 
Thickness (mm) 
Spoke 
Curvature (mm) 
Ground RF Max Peak 
Amplitude 
 
 
Means Odd Even Odd Even 
1 4.2 4.2 8 8 11 21 41 105 44.50 
2 4.2 4.2 7.5 8.5 15 25 52 125 54.25 
3 4.41 3.99 8 8 32 37 36 80 46.25 
4 4.41 3.99 7.5 8.5 38 26 42 70 44.00 
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Table 4-6: Response Table for Means for Ground RF Max Peak Amplitude 
Level Alternate Spoke 
Thickness 
Alternate Spoke 
Curvature 
1 49.38 45.38 
2 45.13 49.13 
Delta 4.25 3.75 
Rank 1 2 
 
The results from the response table indicate that the alternate spoke thickness is 
more influential in reducing the vibration in Tweel, when compared to the alternate spoke 
curvature.  The main effect plot in Figure 4-22, suggest using an alternating spoke pair 
thickness model but not the alternate spoke curvature model and the interaction plot in 
Figure 4-23 suggest a strong interaction between the variables. 
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Figure 4-22: Mean deviations for the Ground RF Max Peak amplitudes. 
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Figure 4-23: Interaction plot between alternating spoke pair thickness and 
alternating spoke pair curvature. 
4.4.3 Conclusions:  
The results for Max Peak amplitude for ground reaction force indicate that the 
alternate spoke thickness variable is more influential than the alternate spoke curvature 
variable. These results also suggest using an alternate spoke pair thickness model but not 
the alternate spoke curvature model over the reference model. The Interaction plot 
suggests a strong interaction between the variables. Similar conclusions are found from 
results from the various other output measures reported in Appendix D, E, and F. 
Table 4-7: Combinations of uncontrollable variables (outer array variables) 
arranged in increasing order of rotational velocity  
Experimental Set Number Rotational Speed (rad/sec) Ground Push up (mm) 
1 80 13 
2 80 15 
3 120 13 
4 120 15 
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If the ground amplitudes, i.e. both peak and RMS amplitude for the reference 
model and the combined model are compared for all the possible combinations of 
uncontrollable variables as shown in Table 4-7, it can be observed that the amplitudes at 
lower speeds and lower loads are less than the amplitudes observed at higher speeds and 
loads and more interestingly it can be noted that for a particular combination which 
includes high speed and high load, the amplitudes of the combined model are less than 
that of the reference model. This indicates that when overall peak noise of the Tweel is 
considered, the combined model is better than the reference model. Figure 4-24 and 
Figure 4-25 give a graphical representation of the amplitudes for different combinations 
from Table 4-7.  
 
 
Figure 4-24: Ground max peak amplitude comparison for experiment one and four.  
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Figure 4-25: Ground RMS amplitude comparison for experiment one and four. 
If we consider the stiffness and mass for all the experiments performed in the L4 
array shown in Table 4-8, it can be noted the variation in stiffness between the first three 
models, i.e. the reference model, the alternating spoke pair thickness model and 
alternating spoke curvature model is negligible. Also the stiffness of the combined model 
when compared with the reference model decreases by 8%.  
Table 4-8: Stiffness values L4 Experiments. 
Experiment 
No 
Mean RF for 
Ground Push up 
of 15 mm (u) 
Mean RF for 
Ground Push up 
of 13 mm (u) 
Delta 
RF 
Stiffness = 
Delta RF / 
Delta u 
Mass 
(Kg / 100 
mm) 
1 3.7761 3.3897 0.3864 0.1932 6.54 
2 3.7796 3.3958 0.3838 0.1919 6.54 
3 3.7894 3.4032 0.3862 0.1931 6.54 
4 3.4916 3.1260 0.3656 0.1828 6.54 
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Chapter Five: CONCLUSIONS 
During rolling of a non-pneumatic tire, vibration may be produced by the 
interaction of collapsible spokes with a shear deformable ring as they enter the contact 
region, buckle and then snap back into a state of tension. Other potential sources of 
vibration include the interaction of tire tread with the ground and ring vibration.  In the 
present work, a systematic study of the effects of spoke angle deviations from radial lines 
defined by DeRad parameters was presented using Taguchi‟s Robust Parameter Design 
Method and Orthogonal Arrays.   
 The current works also examines the effects of a new alternate spoke pair concept 
wherein every other pair has same thickness, curvature, or combinations of both. While 
evaluating the effects of the controllable geometric variables in the orthogonal arrays, 
combinations of uncontrollable factors of rolling speed and ground pushup are also 
considered.  
5.1 Conclusions: 
The results from Chapter 3 indicated that DeRad have relatively lesser effect on 
spoke and ground interaction vibration when compared to other spoke parameters such as 
spoke length and curvature. The results also indicate strong interactions between the 
inner and outer DeRad values, and essentially no interaction between the spoke length 
and the DeRad‟s.   
For equivalent total mass, results from the alternating spoke pair models show 
that small perturbations in spoke thickness (plus/minus 5%) between odd and even 
numbered spoke pairs reduces the overall RMS and maximum peak amplitudes compared 
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to a reference uniform spoke pair distribution. In addition, the alternate spoke pair model 
broadens the number of peak amplitude frequencies in the FFT spectrum of the ground 
reaction force signal.  Spoke vibrations for the alternating pairs does not change from a 
uniform spoke distribution with equivalent thickness. Controlling curvature in alternating 
spoke pairs reduces spoke vibration. Combining thin spokes with large curvature for even 
spoke pairs with thick spokes with small curvature for odd spoke pairs reduces both 
spoke vibration as well as ground interaction force vibrations. The results from the L4 
array show that the combined model has less variation in vibration with change in load 
and speed, and also at higher speeds the combined model, i.e., the model with both 
alternating spoke curvature and the spoke thickness, exhibit the individual positive 
attributes producing comparatively less spoke and ground vibration.  
5.2 Future Work: 
The results from the 2D planar finite element model in the present study can be 
validated against a complete 3D finite element model.  The 2D planar model cannot 
capture out-of-plane vibration modes which may alter the rankings and importance of the 
different design variables.  Initial studies have shown that spoke edge scalloping 
significantly reduces out-of-plane spoke vibration modes.  As a result, it is expected that 
predictions from the 2D planar model which captures in-plane modes should also be 
shared with results from a 3D model. 
For both the DeRad and Alternating Spoke Design studies, the completed 2-level 
orthogonal arrays can be extended to 3-level arrays, with low, medium, and high values, 
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for both controllable and uncontrollable variables.  The use of 3-level arrays allows for 
nonlinear interactions to be investigated.  
The Taguchi orthogonal arrays provide optimization models with limited variable 
levels, usually two or three levels.  To obtain a more detailed optimization with more 
levels considered, surface response models could be used with interpolation.  In 
particular, the optimization of DeRad parameters using surface response tables with a 
wide range and larger number of levels.  These optimal DeRad parameters can then be 
used to develop a model with DeRad values alternating between spoke pairs.  Another 
recommendation would be to perform the response surface design with increased number 
of levels for spoke curvature.  In this case, as the effect of spoke curvature on the Tweel 
weight is quite negligible, it is not necessary to maintain the average of the alternating 
spoke pair curvature equal to the reference value, as was done for spoke thickness 
parameter.   
Currently, the importance of the different output measures such as spoke, ring, 
and ground force vibration, for noise generation is not quantified. For example, if  
information is available which ranks ground force vibration as the most influential factor 
on noise generation,  a higher numerical weight value can be assigned to this factor, when 
making decisions on importance of design parameters on noise. 
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APPENDIX 
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Appendix A:L8 orthogonal array results Spoke RMS amplitude 
Table: L8 array with the results from spoke RMS amplitude 
 
 Outer Array 1 2 3 4 Set Number 
 120 80 120 80 Hub Velocity 
Inner Array 15 15 13 13 Ground Push Up 
Exp 
No 
Spoke 
Length 
Outer 
DeRad 
Inner 
DeRad 
Spoke 
Curvature 
Spoke RMS Amplitude S/N 
Ratio 
Mean 
1 62 0.1 0.3 6 14.13 4.20 4.22 11.76 -19.70 8.57 
2 62 0.1 0.5 10 3.21 3.41 3.06 3.86 -10.62 3.38 
3 62 0.2 0.3 10 3.41 3.40 3.36 4.63 -11.45 3.70 
4 62 0.2 0.5 6 7.89 5.57 4.96 6.93 -16.17 6.33 
5 72 0.1 0.3 10 5.96 4.32 3.81 4.62 -13.52 4.67 
6 72 0.1 0.5 6 22.22 30.26 31.05 12.82 -28.02 24.0 
7 72 0.2 0.3 6 25.71 38.42 42.32 8.63 -30.00 28.77 
8 72 0.2 0.5 10 3.28 4.42 4.56 7.65 -14.37 4.97 
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Table: Response Table for Means for Spoke RMS Amplitude 
 
 
Level 
Spoke 
Length 
Outer 
DeRad 
Inner 
DeRad 
Spoke 
Curvature 
1 5.500 10.182 11.431 16.943 
2 15.628 9.697 9.672 4.185 
Delta 8.644 0.764 1.734 12.758 
Rank 2 4 3 1 
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Figure: Main effect plot for Means of Spoke Peak RMS Amplitude 
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Figure: Interaction plot for Means of Spoke Peak RMS Amplitude 
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Table: Response Table for Signal to Noise Ratios (Smaller is better) for Spoke Peak RMS 
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Figure: Main effect plot for S/N Ratio of Spoke Peak RMS Amplitude 
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Figure: Interaction plot for S/N Ratio of Spoke Peak RMS Amplitude 
 
Level 
Spoke Length Outer DeRad Inner DeRad Spoke 
Curvature 
1 -14.49 
-21.48 
6.99 
-17.97 -18.67 -23.48 
2 -18.00 -17.30 -12.50 
Delta 0.03 1.37 10.98 
Rank 2 4 3 1 
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Appendix B:L8 orthogonal array results Ground Peak amplitude 
 
Table: an L8 array with the results from Ground peak amplitude and calculated means 
and S/N ratio. 
 Outer Array 1 2 3 4 Set Number 
 120 80 120 80 Hub Velocity 
Inner Array 15 15 13 13 Ground Push Up 
Exp 
No 
Spoke 
Length 
Outer 
DeRad 
Inner 
DeRad 
Spoke 
Curvature 
Ground Peak Amplitude S/N 
Ratio 
Mean 
1 62 0.1 0.3 6 53 22 13 65 -32.83 38.25 
2 62 0.1 0.5 10 18 20 9 18 -24.50 16.25 
3 62 0.2 0.3 10 26 19 10 27 -26.68 20.50 
4 62 0.2 0.5 6 97 34 20 82 -36.45 58.25 
5 72 0.1 0.3 10 21 15 7 21 -24.60 16.00 
6 72 0.1 0.5 6 355 60 24 146 -45.78 146.25 
7 72 0.2 0.3 6 116 62 35 23 -36.77 59.00 
8 72 0.2 0.5 10 34 12 9 23 -26.78 19.50 
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Table: Response Table for Means for Ground Peak Amplitude 
 
 
Level 
Spoke 
Length 
Outer 
DeRad 
Inner 
DeRad 
Spoke 
Curvature 
1 33.31 54.19 33.44 75.44 
2 60.19 39.31 60.06 18.06 
Delta 26.88 14.88 26.63 57.38 
Rank 2 4 3 1 
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Figure: Main effect plot for Means of Ground Peak Amplitude 
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Figure: Interaction plot for Means of Ground Peak Amplitude 
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Table: Response Table for Signal to Noise Ratios (Smaller is better) for Ground Peak 
Amplitude 
 
Level 
Spoke 
Length 
Outer 
DeRad 
Inner 
DeRad 
Spoke 
Curvature 
1 -30.12   -31.93 -30.23      -37.96 
2 -33.49   -31.68   -33.38      -25.65 
Delta 3.37  0.26 3.16 12.32 
Rank 2 4 3 1 
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Figure: Main effect plot for S/N Ratio of Ground Peak Amplitude 
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Figure: Interaction plot for S/N Ratio of Ground Peak Amplitude 
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Appendix C:L8 orthogonal array results Ground RMS amplitude 
 
Table: an L8 array with the results from Ground RMS amplitude and calculated means 
and S/N ratio. 
 Outer Array 1 2 3 4 Set Number 
 120 80 120 80 Hub Velocity 
Inner Array 15 15 13 13 Ground Push Up 
Exp 
No 
Spoke 
Length 
Outer 
DeRad 
Inner 
DeRad 
Spoke 
Curvature 
Spoke RMS Amplitude S/N 
Ratio 
Mean 
1 62 0.1 0.3 6 9.45 2.36 1.82 8.53 -16.30 5.54 
2 62 0.1 0.5 10 3.06 1.73 1.39 2.98 -7.62 2.29 
3 62 0.2 0.3 10 3.44 1.69 1.49 3.14 -8.25 2.44 
4 62 0.2 0.5 6 9.64 3.22 2.05 8.66 -16.59 5.89 
5 72 0.1 0.3 10 4.13 1.76 1.32 3.79 -9.57 2.75 
6 72 0.1 0.5 6 28.56 7.12 4.44 13.42 -24.25 13.38 
7 72 0.2 0.3 6 17.24 8.05 5.10 3.50 -20.00 8.47 
8 72 0.2 0.5 10 4.64 1.72 1.43 3.26 -9.68 2.76 
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Table: Response Table for Means for Ground RMS Amplitude 
 
 
Level 
Spoke 
Length 
Outer 
DeRad 
Inner 
DeRad 
Spoke 
Curvature 
1 4.041   5.991   4.801       8.322 
2 6.842   4.592   6.082       2.561 
Delta 2.802   1.099   1.282       5.762 
Rank 2 4 3 1 
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Figure: Main effect plot for Means of Ground RMS Amplitude 
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Figure: Interaction plot for Means of Ground RMS Amplitude 
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Table: Response Table for Signal to Noise Ratios (Smaller is better) for Ground RMS 
Amplitude 
 
Level 
Spoke 
Length 
Outer 
DeRad 
Inner 
DeRad 
Spoke 
Curvature 
1 -12.196   -14.442 -13.535      -19.290 
2 -15.879   -13.633   -14.540      -8.785 
Delta 3.683 0.809     1.004        10.506 
Rank 1 3 4 1 
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Figure: Main effect plot for S/N Ratio of Ground RMS Amplitude 
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Figure: Interaction plot for S/N Ratio of Ground RMS Amplitude 
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Appendix D:L4 orthogonal array results from Odd Spoke Pair 
Table: L4 Array for Odd Spoke Pair Max Peak Amplitude 
Combination of Alternating Spoke Pair 
Thickness & Curvature 
1 2 3 4 Set 
80 80 120 120 Rotational Speed 
13 15 13 15 Ground Pushup 
Ex 
No 
Spoke 
Thickness (mm) 
Spoke 
Curvature (mm) 
Odd Spoke Pair Max 
Peak Amplitude 
 
 
Means Odd Even Odd Even 
1 4.2 4.2 8 8 16 45 57 95 53.25 
2 4.2 4.2 7.5 8.5 14 54 48 93 52.25 
3 4.41 3.99 8 8 42 43 67 67 54.75 
4 4.41 3.99 7.5 8.5 29 72 130 99 82.50 
 
Table: Response Table for Means for Odd Spoke pair Max Peak Amplitude 
Level Alternate Spoke 
Thickness 
Alternate Spoke 
Curvature 
1 52.75 54.00 
2 68.63 67.38 
Delta 15.88 13.88 
Rank 1 2 
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Figure: Main Effects plot for the Odd Spoke Pair Max Peak amplitudes mean deviations. 
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Table: L4 Array for Odd Spoke Pair RMS Amplitude 
Combination of Alternating Spoke Pair 
Thickness & Curvature 
1 2 3 4 Set 
80 80 120 120 
Rotational 
Speed 
13 15 13 15 
Ground 
Pushup 
Ex 
No 
Spoke 
Thickness (mm) 
Spoke 
Curvature (mm) 
Odd Spoke Pair RMS 
Amplitude 
 
 
Means Odd Even Odd Even 
1 4.2 4.2 8 8 4 6.09 4.86 9.7 6.1625 
2 4.2 4.2 7.5 8.5 4.38 8.49 6.54 10.38 7.4475 
3 4.41 3.99 8 8 8 7.75 3.2 5.62 6.1425 
4 4.41 3.99 7.5 8.5 6.24 9.13 13.62 9.42 9.6025 
 
Table: Response Table for Means for Odd Spoke pair RMS Amplitude 
Level Alternate Spoke 
Thickness 
Alternate Spoke 
Curvature 
1 6.805 6.152 
2 7.872 8.525 
Delta 1.067 2.372 
Rank 2 1 
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Figure: Main Effects plot for the Odd Spoke Pair RMS amplitudes mean deviations. 
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Appendix E:L4 orthogonal array results from Even Spoke Pair 
Table: L4 Array for Even Spoke Pair Max Peak Amplitude 
Combination of Alternating Spoke Pair 
Thickness & Curvature 
1 2 3 4 Set 
80 80 120 120 Rotational Speed 
13 15 13 15 Ground Pushup 
Ex 
No 
Spoke 
Thickness (mm) 
Spoke 
Curvature (mm) 
Even Spoke Pair Max 
Peak Amplitude 
 
 
Means Odd Even Odd Even 
1 4.2 4.2 8 8 97 52 59 97 61.5 
2 4.2 4.2 7.5 8.5 101 55 116 101 74.5 
3 4.41 3.99 8 8 144 42 90 144 92.5 
4 4.41 3.99 7.5 8.5 161 64 90 161 102.0 
 
Table: Response Table for Means for Even Spoke pair Max Peak Amplitude 
Level Alternate Spoke 
Thickness 
Alternate Spoke 
Curvature 
1 68.00 77.00 
2 97.25 88.25 
Delta 29.25 11.25 
Rank 1 2 
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Figure: Main Effects plot for the Even Spoke Pair Max Peak amplitudes mean deviations. 
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Table: L4 Array for Even Spoke Pair RMS Amplitude 
Combination of Alternating Spoke Pair 
Thickness & Curvature 
1 2 3 4 Set 
80 80 120 120 
Rotational 
Speed 
13 15 13 15 Ground Load 
Ex 
No 
Spoke 
Thickness (mm) 
Spoke 
Curvature (mm) 
Even Spoke Pair RMS 
Amplitude 
 
 
Means Odd Even Odd Even 
1 4.2 4.2 8 8 1.79 2.26 6.22 11.01 7.2100 
2 4.2 4.2 7.5 8.5 2 2.65 7.9 11.89 8.8400 
3 4.41 3.99 8 8 2.90 3.64 5.96 9.64 9.1675 
4 4.41 3.99 7.5 8.5 3.03 3.01 6.68 8.74 11.9725 
 
Table: Response Table for Means for Even Spoke pair RMS Amplitude 
Level Alternate Spoke 
Thickness 
Alternate Spoke 
Curvature 
1 8.025 8.189 
2 10.570 10.406 
Delta 2.545 2.217 
Rank 1 2 
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Figure: Main Effects plot for the Even Spoke Pair RMS amplitudes mean deviations. 
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Appendix F:L4 orthogonal array results from Ground interaction RMS amplitude 
Table: L4 Array for Ground RF RMS Amplitude 
Combination of Alternating Spoke Pair 
Thickness & Curvature 
1 2 3 4 Set 
80 80 120 120 
Rotational 
Speed 
13 15 13 15 
Ground 
Pushup 
Ex 
No 
Spoke 
Thickness (mm) 
Spoke 
Curvature (mm) 
Ground RF RMS 
Amplitude 
 
 
Means Odd Even Odd Even 
1 4.2 4.2 8 8 1.79 2.26 6.22 11.01 5.320 
2 4.2 4.2 7.5 8.5 2 2.65 7.9 11.89 6.110 
3 4.41 3.99 8 8 2.90 3.64 5.96 9.64 5.535 
4 4.41 3.99 7.5 8.5 3.03 3.01 6.68 8.74 5.365 
 
Table: Response Table for Means for Ground RF RMS Amplitude 
Level Alternate Spoke 
Thickness 
Alternate Spoke 
Curvature 
1 5.715 5.428 
2 5.450 5.737 
Delta 0.265 0.310 
Rank 2 1 
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Figure: Main Effects plot for the Ground RF RMS amplitudes mean deviations. 
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